
Eat, Sleep, Dive! 
That is the motto at CocovView Resort and it is exactly what we did! 
Many of the group did 4 dives a day and we all enjoyed delicious meals 
in between. This is definitely one of our favorite places to go to, its like 
summer camp for adults! 

If you needed to get away from life and just enjoy time under water 
and around those who appreciate diving, this was the trip you needed. 
From the friendly staff to the laid back feeling, it truly feels like a 
second home. Like a summer camp for adults. We cant wait to go 
back.
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Diving with Robert & Gringo 
Robert & Gringo might be the best dive crew we have ever 
had. Robert is one of the most entertaining and friendly 
boat captains and Gringo always lead the group with a slow 
and easy pace. We were always having a dance party while 
on the boat and finding all the amazing little creatures 
while on the dive. 

We just so happen to be there during the annual CocoView 
Seahorse Festival and Gringo is an expert at finding them. 
We even saw 5 seahorses on one single dive! 

The shore diving has a bit of shallow swim over grass beds 
before reaching a sand channel where you can find rays, 
crabs and lobsters. In the middle of the sand channel is 
large ship wreck that is home to many creatures. Right at 
the edge of the grass fields begins CoCoView wall, a 
gorgeous reef that offer a different dive at every depth. 
Across the sand channel is Newman’s Wall that is always 
covered in beautiful schools of Creole Wrasse.  

The CoCoView Resort - our second home 
The CoCoView Resort sits on its own little island which provides such peace and quiet with plenty of space 
to roam. Non-divers on the trip were able to enjoy sun bathing, beach walks, and absolutely amazing 
snorkeling.  

The entire resort is set up with divers in mind, so all the rooms have clothes lines on the porches and there 
is a full garage with cubbies for everyone to store dive gear and spare tanks for shore diving.  

The main lodge is open 24/7 for people to congregate, sharing stories, having a snacks or enjoying a piece 
full moment on the dock. In the evenings the people grab drinks bar and the lodge fills with people as the 
nightly entertainment begins.  

The resort and the staff will forever be our family waiting to welcome us home again. 


